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Crack.CastelnuovoBrachetto, (2006), ‘The emotional dynamics of the relation between gender and
aggression: the case of the case of a mother-son familial interaction’, in J. R. E. MacArthur, K. E. Weis, and B.
Rowley (eds.), The New in the...Mark Wilson/Getty Images In a wide-ranging interview with Rolling Stone this
week, Lil Wayne made it clear that he's not interested in the opportunity to take on Donald Trump. Speaking
to Mike Tyson and DJ Semtex on their podcast, Was It All a Dream? the rapper said he has "no desire" to be
the nominee for the Republican presidential ticket. "I'm not voting for any crazy Uncle Tom white boy, no
joke," he told the host. "I'm not voting for the m-f-er who's gonna say all black people is thugs, all black

people is criminals. All black people gonna get shot, all black people gonna be involved in drugs," he added.
"That's not my future. That's not my future. I'm so sick of the Uncle Tom race thing. We're human. We're not
black. White people, don't come over here and tell us what we need to be." He went on to voice his support

for Bernie Sanders and added that he's "very aware" of how much power rappers have in politics. "I'm so
aware of politics," he said. "I don't have a Social Security number. I don't need a Social Security number. I

don't own nothing. We don't need no safety net. We live that. We live it. We live it. And the government, we
give you a safety net and then they take our safety net away, and we live it. We live it." In May, Lil Wayne

told New York magazine that Donald Trump "would be good for the right." "Like he says what he thinks, he'll
bring it out that peckerhead white guy in you," he said, "that insecure white guy in you." He continued, "I
mean, that's what we got, right? You have to. You have to [respect people who do that]. You can't be, you

can't be a f--king pussy and tell everybody what you're gonna do. That's you. So don't make this boy a
pussy. That's what everybody wants to do." Despite his public support of the Republican presidential

frontrunner, Wayne said he's not the only one. While speaking about how rap artists influenced Kanye West,
he made it clear that their relationship is still friendly. "Let's say it in the plainest terms possible," he said.

"Kanye's not a hater. He didn't f--k up the Black American's name." The rapper also discussed the
controversy surrounding his decision to throw a curveball at President Obama with a novelty-comic reading
of the title of his 2011 single "A Milli." "The radio people didn't like it," he said. "It wasn't a Kendrick [Lamar]

video and it wasn't a Gucci Mane video. I don't know what he was doing [and] I don't know what he was
doing. But it worked.
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